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Abstract: Since the 1970s archivists and historians have become increasingly interested in social 

justice. However there has been little research into what our professions and our professional lives 

gain -and what we lose-when we become activists. Does activism impact historians differently than 

archivists? While we were interested in the subject because of the Desegregation of Virginia 

Education (DOVE) project, we wanted to examine all topics of activism, not just civil rights and 

social justice. We were also interested in the effect our presence in activist organizations had. In 

October and November 2010, we surveyed 195 people who were historians or archivists and 

identified themselves as activists. The survey included questions on employment, activities, effects of 

activism on work, effects of work on activism.  In the view of respondents, activism provides clear 

benefits to repositories, including good publicity, advancing the institutional mission, and enhancing 

relationships with donors. Activist groups also benefit from the professional work of archivist and 

historian members, according to respondents. The topics of their activism vary from gun control to 

anarchism. Negative repercussions from employers were reported, particularly by historians, ranging 

from being made fun of to being fired. Many feel inhibited by their employer from participating in 

activism. Some reported that their activism limited their professional duties. The results of this 

survey suggest that employees need to educate their employers about the benefits of activism. 

Employers may need to develop guidelines to support activism among their staff and to minimize the 

potentially limiting influence on professional activities. 
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